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Today in luxury:

Silvia Venturini Fendi, Serge Brunschwig discuss couture, future

"I feel so proud of being human I also feel little, but proud to see the human touch survive through centuries and
buildings still standing after so many years," Silvia Venturini Fendi mused ahead of the Fendi couture show in Rome
on Thursday evening, says Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

Slow transition to electric fells BMW's CEO after just 1 term

When BMW AG picked Harald Krueger to run the company more than four years ago, he was the perfect candidate.
Young, with a personable manner and decades of experience across the company, Krueger appeared ready to guide
the venerable luxury carmaker into a future of electric, self-driving and shared automobiles, reports Bloomberg.

Click here to read the entire article on Bloomberg

Luxury sales spike as buyers rush to avoid higher mansion taxes

Jeff Bezos moved into his new Manhattan home last month after closing on three adjacent apartments overlooking
Madison Square Park, per The New York Times.

Click here to read the entire article on The New York Times

Why $100K for a luxury pickup is suddenly within reach

You'll need some serious towing capacity to afford the increasingly luxurious pickups hitting dealerships, according
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to USA Today.

Click here to read the entire article on USA Today
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